
 

My Pet Command MPCGPS3 GPS Dog Fence Collar 
 

 
 

Please check this Video on Setup tips: - 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9YUbGR2AvI&t=50s 

  

Please always allow about 25FT space from house Boundary walls to the start of any fence lines. Also 

allow 5-25Ft Variance for Positioning due to GPS Satellite Positioning 

  

Test Procedure is: - 

  

1. Connect APP to collar when you are with your collar (Make sure Bluetooth and location 

services are switched ON on your smartphone for connection to happen). Please note 

Bluetooth connection between collar and APP is short distance only like 10-15FT, so when 

connected make sure collar and APP are close to each other 

 

2. If You have more than 1 Collar, you connect to one collar one at a time via Bluetooth and 

the APP. Please note APP is Only used to setup/download and test your fence so once all 

setup your collar works on its own without any connection to the APP and fence is stored 

in the collar memory not the APP. 

  

3. Setup and save fence (Click Finish), which will download fence to collar 

  

  

4. Also activate Fence Switch to ON and we recommend Alarm level 3 (Refer to Manual on 

levels). Collar LED will blink Either red/Green when fence is activated. 

 

Green Flash= Strong Satellite signals (Collar is outside) 

Red Flash=Weak/No Satellite signals (For example collar is inside house) 

  

5. Go Outside with the collar in your hand and connected to your APP and wait few minutes for 

the collar to blink Green so it has got Satellite signals. With a connected collar to the APP 

and Green Blink, on your app you will see Paw Icon which shows the collar positioning and 

you can reference that to its real position. Always allow some Variance as explained above 

 

 



6. Walk around with connected APP with Green Flash on collar and you will see the positioning 

of your Collar on the APP during testing *** 

 

***Refer to Video above and allow 20-25Ft Variance positioning and you may need to 

adjust your fence appropriately till you get it right 

. 

7. Always do some dog training first with your dog before leaving your collar on the dog. 

Depending on your dog Breed and character of your dog some dogs may learn quick and 

some may need more time. Have patience with your dog and some on leash training may be 

recommended. Use Manual training function if required. You Can also get Flags to Mark out 

Boundary see example this link https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08MQZ4ZLR?th=1 

  

  

Once you are happy with your fence, you can train your dog and APP does not need to be 

connected to collar as collar works on its own once it has fence loaded. Please note this is not an 

online tracking collar 

  

Dogs Can wear collar inside a house and in an area with no signals, collar will blink RED and won’t do 

anything. 

  

Always remember when a collar comes from an area of no signal to signal for example from inside 

house to outside, it will need 1-3 Minutes to get the signals and position itself correctly and get 

Green Blink. Here are also some other videos for reference 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sM-DEiOkF_Q&t=19s 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG8HEXygjEA&t=65s 

  

You Can also send screenshot of your fence and we can check that for any advice. 

  

Hope the above helps and feel free to reach out directly to our support line on 888 686 6495 and we 

can help you over the phone (Leave a message if not available and someone will get back to you) 

  

Can we Kindly ask if all works out OK, that you post us a positive product review on the Amazon 

system via this link 

  

https://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B0CR8ZFCNW# 

  

 


